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REVOLUTIONIZING THE NETWORK CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
WITH A FLEXIBLE, MULTI-CELLED, FABRIC INNERDUCT SOLUTION.
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EXTRACTED OVER ACTIVE CABLE

300% MORE CABLE
Traditional construction in a 4” conduit allows 

3 cables to be placed. MaxCell triples the capacity, 

allowing up to 9 cables to be placed in the 4” conduit.

2X AS FAST
Actual Field Experience Report: Installers and 

Network Engineers can cut conduit installation time 

in half and increase cable installation speed.

CUTS TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
Independent surveys and field experience prove 

that MaxCell reduces material and labor costs by 

50% and more.

MAXCELL FABRIC INNERDUCT
MaxCell® is revolutionizing the network construction industry 

with its flexible, multi-celled, fabric innerduct solution. The 

unique fabric construction allows MaxCell to conform to the 

shape of cables placed within, greatly reducing the wasted 

space associated with rigid innerduct. Today’s network 

operators use MaxCell to increase installation speed, increase 

cable density and reduce overall project costs.

 

INTRODUCING MAXCELL EDGE
The MaxCell Edge product line 

features a new fabric design 

which may reduce pulling 

tension by up to 20% over 

previous MaxCell versions when 

installing cables. Its TELCO orange 

color makes for easy identification in 

your network.

 

MaxCell Edge Standard and Detectable products are available 

in multiple sizes and configurations for use in 1” to 4” conduit 

and available in 1, 2, 3-cell configurations (4-cell limited to 

specific products).  Plenum and Riser versions of MaxCell are 

also available. Contact customer service for more information 

on your specific application. 

ADDITIONAL MAXCELL PRODUCTS:
MaxCell Installation Kits Provides a cost effective, reusable, and efficient means for MaxCell installations

MaxLube Cable-pulling lubricant that provides the fastest pull possible

MaxBag Self-inflating sealing bag that seals between underground cable conduit and cables

Termination Bag Reusable sealing bag inflated via durable metal tire valve 

Override Paddles Compresses cables to the bottom of the conduit providing space for placement of MaxCell

MaxSpace® is a no-dig conduit space recovery solution designed to safely remove 

rigid innerduct from around active fiber cables with little to no load on the cable 

and no interruption of service. Use that new space to load your conduit with 

MaxCell and provide the pathways you need now and in the future!

Eliminate new network construction

Place 300% more cables

Install 2x faster

Save on network construction

Reduce freight and storage costs

Reduce material and labor costs

WHY MAXCELL?

TELECOM

BROADBAND

MUNICIPALITIES

POWER/UTILITIES

WIRELESS BACKHAUL

DATA CENTERS

GOVERNMENT

MILITARY

CAMPUSES Contact customer service for product selection assistance.
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